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Abstract—With the adoption of cloud services for hosting knowledge delivery system in educational domain, there is a surplus quantity of education data being generated every day by current learning management system. Such data are associated with certain typical complexities that impose significant challenges for existing database management and analytics. Review of existing approaches towards educational data highlights that they do not offer full fledged solution towards analytics and still there is an open-end problem. Therefore, the proposed system introduces a comprehensive framework which offers integrated operation of transformation, data quality, and predictive analytics. The emphasis is more towards achieving distributed analytical operation towards educational data in cloud. Implemented using analytical research methodology, the proposed system shows better analytical performance with respect to frequently used educational data analytical approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been significantly increase in adoption of technique in the area of education system in recent time. It is because the process of knowledge delivery system is required to be carried out in order to reach number of users. However, this mechanism of online educational knowledge delivery system will demand heavier platform [1]. In this aspect, cloud computing offers a better option for hosting educational delivery system for online learning management [2]. However, such online learning management scheme is not only for delivering the live classes but it is also about understanding the entire process of service delivery from quality perspective [3]. Different information in the form of archives of study materials, online forums, information about students, instructors, payment and service syncing, etc. are required to be stored. With proliferation of mobile internet, adoptions of such educational services are tremendously increasing [4]. This results in generation of massive amount of data in the form of stream. Some data are generated voluntarily while many other data are generated involuntarily. The voluntary data will consist of study material, online notes, and respective information about students/instructor. The involuntary data consists of data that is generated autonomously e.g., positional data, trace data, behavioral specific data, etc.

There is problem associated with such form of educational data viz. i) the data generated is so massive that it cannot be supported by small scale deployment. These large data cannot be stored directly to the storage unit of cloud efficiently in distributed fashion, ii) the next issue is into form of the data that is being subjected to mining. Normally, the data is either semi-structured or unstructured which makes them ineligible for storing it into conventional storage units, iii) another bigger issue is the distributed deployment of educational data. If the cloud-based educational services are running from different geographical regions, than there will be different origination point of such educational big data. All these data are required to be aggregated in distributed manner before deploying them to the analytical process. In case of incomplete or imperfect aggregation, the mining process will be carried out over impartial data resulting in outliers. Hence, mining will not be effective in such way, iv) Finally, the problem is in applying machine learning in order to carry out predictive value of it as the form of knowledge extraction. A data is of no use until and unless it is not predictive. Therefore, it is not simpler mechanism to perform storage, processing, and analyzing existing educational big data.

At present, there has been various works being carried out towards analyzing such education data. Existing studies on big data is found to use sophisticated tools and framework [5-8]. However, such complex adoption cannot be taken into consideration in real cases. Apart from this, existing approaches of educational big data [9] lacks various conceptualization like heterogeneity in data, multiple and large-scale origination of educational data, streaming of educational data, etc. Irrespective of presence of multiple problems, only few problems are addressed symptomatically in existing approach. Therefore, this paper presents discussion of the unified approach where multiple problems associated with the educational big data is addressed.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses about the existing studies while Section 3 discusses about the research problems, Section 4 discusses about the adopted research methodologies, while Section 5 discusses about the algorithm implementation. Results are discussed in Section 6 while conclusion is discussed in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORK

There have been various forms of work carried out towards educational big data in recent times [10–11].

Uses of big data approach in educational domain were witnessed to explore the popular topic of study [12]. Inclusion of deep learning concept has assisted in constructing such framework that could further facilitate in extraction of keywords. The work carried out by [13] have developed a model using structural equation modeling. The framework is designed using conventional technical adoption model toward educational domain targeting to find the comfortability of end user. Existing studies highlights that combined usage of warehouse, business analytics, and enterprise architecture can be used for improving the analytical operation [14]. Apart from this, the researchers have also offered an importance towards clustering process of educational data which consist of three stages viz. pre-processing, standardization, and modeling [15]. Clustering approach toward online learning can be personalized for improving the knowledge delivery process [16]. Along with clustering, classification-based approaches are also used for improving analytical processes over educational data [17]. All such advanced mechanism gives rise to evolution of smart campus; however, there are still issues associated with integrating such devices. Development of smart campus can be carried out over a platform of effective data fusion [18]. Inclusion of ubiquitous approach in the form of framework for facilitating distance learning is carried out by [19]. In order to offer user friendly experience, visualization of data can offer faster access to the knowledge. There are various visualization tools at present that can carry out this task [20–21] have presented another visual analytical scheme for online courses. This scheme is deployed for offering visual representation of the learning groups. Machine learning has been consistently found to be adopted in existing approaches towards incorporating smart features in framework building. Such framework is witnessed to assess the competencies of student [22]. Existing approach has also witnessed the usage of collaborative filtering process using predictive method [23]. This model predicts scores about the courses. The work of [24] has implemented a unique approach where the study contents are emphasized during the knowledge delivery process. Nearly similar predictive approach is presented in the work of [25] where the idea is to perform identification of the students that are in the level of risk. The work carried out by [26] has discussed that adoption of mining approach as well as analytical approach can be mechanized. This work has presented a comprehensive representation scheme of the involuntary regulation of the behavior of student. Apart from this, there are various other schemes towards big data analytics e.g., tensor-based scheme [27], compression based on context [28], pattern analysis [29], deep learning [30], clustering technique [31]. Existing system has also witnessed an extensive usage of Hadoop framework. Some of the existing approaches are discussed by [32–35]. Adoption of machine learning is another frequently used approaches in educational analytics viz. [36–39] finally, text mining is another frequently used approach for educational analytics e.g. [40–44]. Ifenthaler [45–46] have carried out study towards proving that all the upcoming forms of education system will be requiring advanced forms of analytics. The similar forms of proposition towards adoption of learning-based analytics during pandemic is also studied by Beerwinkle [47]. Further, the recent work of Lee et al. [48] have discussed about various innovative practices of using analytics over educational data in order to cater up both technological and pedagogical demands of students. The next section discusses about the research problems.

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM

After reviewing the existing approaches of analytical operation associated with educational domain, it has been observed that that present schemes have certain loopholes viz.

Simplified Transformation Scheme: Majority of the transformation scheme is meant for making the data suitable for structurization and mining where complex operation is involved. Moreover enough emphasize is not offered on transformation operation. Educational big data is highly heterogeneous in its form and it requires cost effective transformation scheme. Data that can actually be carried out on educational data.

Presence of Artifacts in Transformed Data: Usually storage and analysis is carried out in explicit manner in two different places. A transformed data is forwarded to special block of operation that is meant to be carrying out analytical operation. Owing to various impediments in communication medium, there are fair chances of inclusion of artifacts in transformed data. Existing system has no scheme to solve this problem.

Cost Ineffective Predictive Schemes: Existing schemes uses various predictive techniques where majority of this techniques are highly iterative and depends upon the trained data. Higher the trained data, higher is accuracy in prediction.

Therefore, all the above points are required to be addressed in order to mechanism a truly distributed analytical modeling of educational data. Until and unless, these research problems are not addressed, it is challenging to evolve up novel solution.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This part of the proposed study focuses on achieving a high-quality data in order to make it suitable to apply analytics for better value extraction. Following are the details of proposed implementation:

The proposed system addresses an explicit problem of analysis the complex form of educational big data. With the generation of data from multiple sources, there is higher feasibility of inclusion of errors in the form of noise. These errors could be human-based, machine-based, as well as network-based. Hence, the presence of errors will generate significant outliers, which is detrimental to carry out analysis. At the same time, solution to eliminate or reduce errors cannot be carried out locally as it will be not be cost effective and moreover, it cannot offer instantaneous query processing capability. The complete implementation of the proposed study was carried out considering an explicit case study. In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, the proposed study considers a case study. Referring to Fig. 1, the study considers m number of data node (d_m) to represent repository of
educational data in different geographic location with an inclusion of errors α in each data nodes of k types. For simplicity, the study considers k<<m, which will mean that number of error types are considerably lower than number of data nodes. As the computation for error elimination cannot be carried out in local level, so the study considers the presence of a memory stream which can connect to indexes of all the data nodes and an external cluster hosted in cloud is considered as the prime location where the data aggregation is carried out. By data aggregation, it will mean consolidation of all the individual data along with the level of errors maintained within each data nodes. The proposed algorithm for error elimination is then applied over the cluster in order to finally generate an error free data (dbef).

Fig. 1 highlights an adopted solution strategy where the prime agenda of the proposed system is to make the incoming stream of educational big data effectively structured and prepared for high end and cost-effective analytical operation. For this purpose, the first preference is offered towards rectifying the structuredness of the raw data by implicating a simple and novel data transformation scheme. After the data transformation scheme is implemented, the next focus of the proposed system will be towards identifying the presence of artifacts in that transformed data when they are forwarded from various data nodes via memory streams. A superlative indexing scheme is implemented in the proposed system which indexes all forms of data especially when the data is further classified into two forms. One form of data is permanently saved while other form is stored in volatile memory system and the complete algorithm is implemented over the volatile memory system. Thereby, a significant saving of storage units is emphasized in proposed system. The proposed system also assists in identification of the position in the cell over the temporary storage units with respect to error prone data. Such data are not only identified but also substituted by statistically computed value. This mechanism assists in maintaining higher degree of data purity. Once the quality data is obtained, the next process is to carry out predictive analysis using a novel deep learning mechanism. The overall scheme of the proposed system is to offer the complete educational mined data to be used in the form of cloud-based services. So that a new avenue of analytical application can be used for automating the knowledge delivery system over educational domain in various perspective.

V. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

This proposed algorithm uses a series of three essential operations in order to facilitate development of a comprehensive analytical framework. The complete implementation is carried out with respect to three sequential phases of operation i.e., i) Data Transformation Phase, ii) Data Quality Incorporation Phase, and iii) Data Predictive Analysis Phase. It should be noted that all the above-mentioned approaches are applied over an educational big data. The discussion of this implementation phases is carried out as follow:

A. Data Transformation Phase

This is the preliminary phase of implementation where the emphasis is offered towards processing followed by an effective transformation of the data. The study considers data transformation as one of the essential operations which makes the incoming stream of data more suitable to be subjected to analytical operation. For this purpose, the study considers one unit of educational data in following form as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 highlights the structure of one database unit from the massive stream of educational big data. The study consider that each database unit has two essential parts i.e., carriers and value. The carrier is static information type of the educational data it targets to carry different explicit information called as components in each database units. The study considers αnm to represent components where n and m represents number of component and number of carriers in one database unit respectively. In case of educational big data, the constraint in this regards is,

\[ m >> n \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

There are various possibilities of the number of component n, but during analysis, the proposed study can select a fixed integer value to obtain measurable outcome. Considering the educational data with respect to text mining approach, the study constructs a matrix T that retains all the textual contents in the complete database which can now be subjected to next phase of operation. The proposed algorithm for the process of data transformation is as follows:
Algorithm for Data Transformation

**Input:** c (carriers), α (component)

**Output:** O1 (transformed mined data)

**Start**

1. For i=1: c  
   c is carriers
2. αf(T)
3. dataβ \{stream(\(\nu_{\text{mn}}\)) (\(\alpha_{\text{cloud}}\)}
4. posg(data)
5. φ(\(\gamma\))data
6. generates \(O_1\)

**End**

The description of the algorithmic steps are as follows: The algorithm takes the input of \(c\) (carriers) and \(α\) (component) for all the database units (Line-1). An explicit function \(f_1(x)\) is applied over the matrix \(T\) which retains all the textual contents with a dimension size of \((k \times mn)\). Applying this function results in extraction of all the essential components which \(α\) which are then retain in cloud storage system permanently (Line-2).

Each individual component is further indexed within the cloud storage which ensures the rejection of storage of similar components as well as it can be called upon for looking for ownership of all individual values during query processing. This results in further storage optimization while values are never forwarded in this stage. The next part of the algorithm is to carry out data organization as follows:

\[α_{\text{cloudindex}}(αn)\]  

(2)

The expression (2) exhibits that all the incoming streams of educational data value \(\nu_{\text{mn}}\) are now assessed for their owner components which now resides in cloud \(α_{\text{cloud}}\) considered for all database db. (Line-3). The expression (3) exhibits that proposed system applies a function \(β(x)\) where web-script tags are applied on both components in cloud \(α_{\text{cloud}}\) and its respective value \(\nu_{\text{mn}}\). This operation results in well-formatted data that could be supported on any client application over cloud interface in semi-structured manner. The algorithm also extracts the position information of the individual data which directly assists in lowering the search time during the query processing (Line-4). A function \(g(x)\) is designed for extracting all the positional information from the data and stored it in pos matrix. Finally, the knowledge extraction is carried out where \(γ\) syntactical rule set is used as following:

\[γ = \{r_1, r_2 \ldots r_l\}\]  

(3)

In the above expression, the variables \(r\) is \(l\) number of rule set which offers semantic information of the chosen text from the value of data. The algorithm constructs a function \(φ(x)\) which computes the syntactical correlation between \(rl\) and all the incoming data (Line-5). This operation results in the generation of knowledge as the outcome \(O_1\) (Line-6). This outcome can be now stored back in the cloud storage system. The algorithm therefore offers a good balance between storage optimization (by storing only the mined data and non-repeating components) and data transformation operation. The study outcome is now assessed for next level of challenge with solution.

B. Data Quality Incorporation Phase

This module of operation is executed after the first algorithm is successfully executed that results in transformed data \(O_1\). It should be noted that execution of first algorithm is accompanied by storage of component information \(unm\) in the indexed cloud storage permanently. However, the evaluated mined data \(O_1\) is ready to be stored distributed manner in cloud. In the process of distributed transmission of the aggregated transformed data \(O_1\), there are various possibilities of inclusion of further artifacts associated with network-based transmission. This phenomenon could significantly affect the quality of data resulting in inclusion of storage of artifact-incorporated transformed data. Hence, this part of the algorithm is mainly focused on rectifying the artifacts and substitutes the artifact-based transformed data into more quality data \(O_2\). The process flow of this part of implementation is as follows:

Fig. 3 highlights the process implementation towards identification and removal of the artifacts in order to retain higher degree of data quality. By data quality, it means that complete structure of the distributed database db should be fulfilled. Presences of any missing value of noisy values are easier to find but difficult to be rectified in distributed manner. For this purpose, the proposed system carries out following steps of operation in the form of algorithm: The algorithm initially takes the input of all the transformed data released from prior algorithm and computes its size (Line-1). The next part of the implementation is to split the complete text-based data \(T\) (considering both components \(α\) and their respective values \(v\)) into smaller components \(T_1, T_2, \ldots T_h\), where \(h\) is number of splits of the data carried out on the basis of total number of available storage slots \(H\) in cloud (Line-2). It will eventually mean that the proposed algorithm offers a better form of elastic cloud usage where the on-demand scaling process of the data splitting operation is carried out. This operation is one significant step towards i) storage optimization as well as ii) faster query processing in distributed manner over cloud environment. By splitting the aggregated data into different segments, the network overhead towards processing the mined data is potentially controlled. Apart from this, it also offers a significant level of mined data availability which is also a part of solution towards dense state of traffic.

![Fig. 3. Process of Data Quality Incorporation.](image-url)
Algorithm for Data Quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>Output:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$O_1$ (transformed data)</td>
<td>$O_2$ (quality data)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Start
1. For $i=1$: size ($O_1$)
2. construct $T=\{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_h\}$ $h \leq H$
3. create $s=\{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_h\} | u = h$
4. For $j=1$: num ($o_{nm}$)
5. search ($v_{nm}$) err
6. $(v_{nm})_m f_2((v_{nm}) err, (v_{nm}+1))$
7. $O_2(v_{nm})c err$

End

All the split data ($T$) is now forwarded to the memory stream which is an explicit buffer maintained over the cloud cluster or edge server where adaptive queue management is carried out. The next part of the implementation is to perform allocation of this split data with distinct streams. The algorithm creates a matrix $s$ which has $u$ number of streams where each stream will carry different split of data. In order to perform optimization of the network resources, the algorithm considers the equivalent value of both $u$ and $h$ (Line-3). This consideration prevents the system memory stream in edge server to create unnecessary streams of data. This will eventually mean that outgoing traffic of $s$ doesn’t offer any form of data overhead over the cloud interface prior to storage. The algorithm then looks for all the number num of value $v_{nm}$ (Line-4) from this stream of data to find if there is presence of any values with artifact (Line-5). The study considers that there are no artifacts associated with components as all the components are stored permanently over cloud. Hence, lesser chances of error prone err component information and all the errors will be related to values $v_{nm}$ itself.

The prime contribution of this algorithm is that it constructs a function $f_2(x)$ which performs statistical calculation in following manner. The columns of all the respective values are considered which have presence of artifact data followed by computation of statistical value (mean) of it. This extracted statistical value is now compared with all the columns of remaining streams of data (Line-6). Only the highest correlated data is extracted and substituted in the target value with prior artifacts (Line-7). It will mean that the final steps of this algorithm result in substitution of statistically computed data in the cell which has priory data with artifacts. Assuming that the proposed system works on defined domain of heterogeneous data, there are no chances of computed data with higher fluctuation or deviation. Therefore, the computation of mean value offers faster and reliable substitution of computed data. This operation ensures that any incoming data should never have any artifacts and in case there are any artifacts than they are going to be searched upon by this algorithm and substituted with accurate value. Hence, the process eliminates any presence of data uncertainty issue and offer inclusion of higher quality of data in cost effective manner.

C. Data Predictive Analysis Phase

This is the final part of execution which applies machine learning mechanism over the quality data $O_2$ obtained from prior algorithm implementation. The part of the implementation considers the similar distributed scenario where the quality data $O_2$ is assumed to be generated in distributed manner. The process flow of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 4.

After the data is considered to be distributed i.e., $O_{21}, O_{22}, \ldots O_{2H}$, it is subjected to dual sequential operation of indexing and then sorting. This process is slightly different in contrast to conventional deep learning approach where there are possibilities of various numbers of features. The essential steps of processing of proposed algorithm are as follows:

The proposed system takes the input of the quality data $O_2$ from the prior algorithm implementation and computes its size (Line-1). The process of data aggregation is further carried out using a function $agg$ applied over quality data $O_2$ (Line-2). The proposed system considers very simple form of feature feat, which are indexed data $\mu$ and sorted data $\tau$ (Line-3). This step is uniquely carried out in proposed system. The next step is to carry out construction of various fundamental parameters e.g., size of input data, number of classes which are length of uniquely trained data, weight decay parameter and anticipated activation of hidden layers, weight of sparsity penalty term, and maximum number of iterations. The proposed system makes use of the auto-encoding system, which are subjected to training depending upon the fact of replication of input with the output data. Upon encoding the data, the transformation is carried out over the obtained set of features which is actually chosen by the auto-encoders itself. This is further used for the decoding purpose in consecutive process. Finally, the error is computed from the difference obtained from decoded data and input data, while this information is further used for minimizing the rate of error resulting in predictive outcome. In this entire process, the proposed system also adopts the usage of the optimization process towards solving non-linear unconstrained problems using iterative process. The essential steps of the proposed system are as follows:

Fig. 4. Process of Predictive Analysis.
Algorithm for Prediction

**Input:** O2 (quality data)  
**Output:** O3 (predicted value)

**Start**
1. For i=1: size (O2)
2. a=agg (O2) = {O21, O22, O23,.. O2H}
3. [μ τ] [index (a), sort (a)]
4. feat [ μ τ]
5. trf, (feat) ^=
6. O3

**End**

The next part of the algorithm implementation is about applying a sparse auto encoding mechanism which has many numbers of neuron present in hidden layers in contrast to its respective input layer. However, there is a good possibility of allocating single neuron for one input data. This problem is overcome, the proposed system performs frequent switching of neurons over varied ranges of iteration. This mechanism allows the precise encoding of the features leading to better form of predictive analysis. The proposed system furthers carry out a unique mechanism of training. It trains the initial layer of the sparse auto-encoder with numerical optimization mechanism such that presence of any instances related to the non-smooth optimization can be considered. This optimization technique ensures the presence of zero gradients for all the required condition in order to achieve optimized performance. The next sparse auto encoder is feed forward mechanism considering the trained data, size of input layer, hidden layer. This mechanism is nearly equivalent to the single layer perception where the number of layers for both input and output are same but it can have varied number of hidden layers. The prime agenda in this part of operation is to reduce the significant difference between the input and output. One of the significant contributions of this algorithm is that it can carry out unsupervised form of learning mechanism without any form of dependency towards indexed data in its input layer in order to carry out learning operation. This characteristic of the proposed operation ensures that even if the incoming stream of the data is not indexed appropriately, then also the proposed system is able to perform the encoding operation. The final part of the implementation is followed by performing classification of the trained data that offers the complete probability of all the classes of indexed data. This form of the classification is essentially a binary type of the statistical regression that offers a significant precision in the process of classification. One of the interesting points of proposed algorithm is the generation of elite feature in each cycle of training which significantly improves the accuracy level. It also offers higher scope of utilization of the unstructured educational data and yet maintaining better for of predictive performance. By its unique mechanism of training, the algorithm also reduces the cost of training operation as better results are obtained in reduced number of training cycle. Apart from this, the accuracy doesn’t get affected in presence of indexed data; however, it is used for further improving the classification performance.

VI. Result Analysis

This section discusses about the outcome obtained after implementing the proposed logic in the prior section. The proposed study implements a comprehensive mechanism which aggregates, organizes, transforms, processes, and performs predictive operation over educational big data. This section discusses about the strategy adopted for analysis, the dataset considered for the result analysis, test case used, and discussion of the accomplished results.

A. Analysis Strategy

A closer look at the proposed system shows that it carries out three sets of sequential operation in order to carry out comprehensive analytical operation. However, in order to ascertain the effectiveness of the proposed system, there is a need of using certain strategy to carry out analysis. The proposed system makes use of three essential strategies in order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed system. The primary strategy of the analysis is to assess all the performance parameters with respect to size of the data. There are multiple reasons behind this adopted strategy. The first reason is associated with the scalability factor of the proposed system. By scalability, it will mean that proposed system will successfully deliver similar form of optimal services towards data analysis. Normally, the capacity of the cloud servers is finite in spite of using distributed environment, therefore, increasing traffic will have possibility towards overloading the task towards this cloud server that can affect the database management for heavier and uncertain traffic condition. The second reason for assuming size of data is because in educational domain, the size of the data is always exponentially increasing in shortest span as well as in various forms. Therefore, analyzing size of data contributes towards effective review of scalability factor of proposed system. The secondary strategy of the proposed analysis is carried out for comparative analysis of existing approach that is frequently used for classification purpose while boosting the analytical operation. By comparing with the existing approach of analytics, the accomplished outcome can be generalized for the effectiveness towards the distributed data mining operation associated with educational domain. The tertiary strategy of analysis is to perform selection of multiple forms of performance parameter over the same test environment along with other existing approaches. The proposed system uses data transformation time and data transformation accuracy as the performance parameters for assessing first algorithm. In order to assess the second algorithm, the proposed system uses data fusion time and data fusion quality while data prediction time and data prediction accuracy is used for assessing the last algorithm. Therefore, a comprehensive set of performance parameters are used for this purpose. The study outcome is assessed and compared with respect open-source distributed framework Hadoop, machine learning, and conventional text mining approach. All the assessment has been carried out considering similar environmental variable in order to obtain an unbiased outcome of the proposed system. The efficiency of mining operation is assessed using different methods in proposed system considering educational dataset.
B. Dataset Considered

The discussion of dataset is quite important in proposed system. In order to testify the effectiveness of the proposed system, the input data should have certain criteria to fulfill viz. i) the input data should be associated with educational domain, ii) the input data should be stream of educational data originated from distributed systems in institution, iii) the input data should have the characteristics of massive size, inclusion of artifacts, lesser valuable data. However, availability of such form of data is quite difficult. Therefore, the proposed system initially reviews the publically available big data in order to understand the form and specification of big data. It is found that existing big dataset has a finite smaller size and it doesn’t possess the 3rd criteria discussed about the suitable input file. Therefore, the proposed system chooses to construct a synthetic data considering the domain of educational system. The dataset considered for the analysis of the proposed system has an overall size of 100 GB with 7,500 plain text files consisting of specific performance information about educational delivery system.

Table I highlights one set of information among many existing within each plain text file. It can be seen that there are 9 categories involved for one course undertaken and a single plain text file can contain many more such course information within it. The study assumes that Course ID is a unique number which is allocated by the system for each course undertaken by the scholar. Hence it is non-repetitive in nature in overall dataset considered for assessment. Course Title represents the name of the course undertaken by the scholar and it is also fixed and non-iterative in nature. It should be noted that every Course Title has uniquely allocated Course ID which is non-iterative. Course Type represents the domain of the course viz. i) social, ii) political, iii) engineering, iv) medical, v) literature, etc. Date represents the start point of course while Location represents the geographical position of the knowledge delivery point of the scholar. This information can be easily retrieved from IP address of scholar. The category of Course Status is either active or inactive. The flag active will represent ongoing course and inactive will represent already delivered course. The category Total Episode will represent total number of online sessions allocated for specific course. Scholar Name is name of the client who has privilege access to this cloud-based knowledge delivery application and receives training from instructor while the category Scholar Feedback is the response given by the user for either the ongoing courses or the completed course.

Scripted in MATLAB using normal windows machine, the proposed system is analyzed for all the three discrete and sequential algorithms in order to measure their level of effectiveness. The proposed system is basically an analytical model and MATLAB is one of the best tools for this. The prime reason to use MATLAB is that it offers simpler operation for carrying out extensive evaluation where the focus can be purely on the analysis without any concern of tools, writing bigger scripts, or dependency of extensive code. The first algorithm is assessed with respect to data transformation time and accuracy (Fig. 5). The outcome shown in Fig. 5 (a) highlights that although transformation time increases with increase in data, yet proposed system offers reduced data transformation time. The similar trend is also observed in Fig. 5 (b) where the proposed system is found to offer increased data transformation accuracy compared to existing approaches. The prime reason behind this is that proposed data transformation algorithm is carried out in a smaller number of non-iterative steps without offering any dependencies of third parties causing faster processing time. Apart from this, the proposed system makes use of semantics for the purpose of extracting the essential elements of data during mining process causing higher accuracy. Such semantics are further user-defined and can be constructed depending upon the demands making the proposed system free from any lexical database system. On the other hand, adoption of Hadoop has higher dependencies on system requirements and construction of higher number of tall arrays in order to deal with increasing dimension of dataset. Hence, transformation time evidently increases while accuracy decreases in such case. In the case of machine learning approach, the approach is extensively iterative in its operation as well as there is a dependency on training dataset. Finally, all the text mining approaches are assessed to find out that they consume more time to perform transformation of educational data. Apart from this, there is also an increasing dependency on lexical dataset in order to extract the logical meaning of the elements within corpus.

The effectiveness of the second algorithm is assessed and outcomes are shown in Fig. 6. The proposed system offers highly reduced data fusion time in comparison to existing approaches (Fig. 6 (a)). The prime justification for this lowered fusion time is that proposed system performs the queuing of the incoming traffic in its data node which is capable of carrying out distributed stream management. The likability of the data and traffic are highly maintained owing to an effective indexing policy executed in this part of implementation. This causes faster aggregation of data as although the data nodes are distributed but they have a good linkage causing an effective redundancy management too. At the same time, the proposed system also offers increasing data quality without using any third party. Hadoop has increasing dependencies on constructing arrays in order to save increasing data. It uses too many mechanisms for compacting the data which consumes time for performing data fusion. Machine learning has inclusion of training while text mining approaches has too much simplified and often fails to understand the relationship among the data especially if the database is of massive and uncertain scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Character Range</th>
<th>Data-Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Course ID</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Course Title</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Course Type</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Course Status</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Total Episodes</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Scholar Name</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Scholar Feedback</td>
<td>1-200</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The proposed system makes use of simplified statistical measures in order to offer an improved data quality in much reduced number of steps, which is not found in any existing approaches (Fig. 6 (b)). Hadoop has the better capability of storing and managing large and distributed data; however, they don’t offer any form of identification and substitution of artifact data by itself. This causes slight increase in data fusion time and it takes assistance of zookeeper and other metadata management present in its architecture. This is also the reason of reduced data quality in Hadoop. Machine learning offer nearly equal time of operation for data fusion just like Hadoop, but its performance towards data quality depends upon its epoch level. Machine learning is capable of offering higher accuracy but the accuracy for higher size of data in present state is found to be reduced in it. The reason is simplified as the activation function in it is incapable of offering higher accuracy. On the other hand, text mining approach does not offer any form of substitution operation for the artifact elements in the corpus. Therefore, the proposed system is capable of offering a better form of data quality along with replacement of the error-prone data in faster way.

In order to assess the predictive analysis of the proposed system, the processing time as well as accuracy is the prominent indicator of its performance. The outcome shown in Fig. 7 eventually highlights that proposed system offers better predictive performance in contrast to existing approaches. It should be noted that the outcome of the predictive analysis is also a mined data and this data is essential for the data analyst (or stakeholder of the data). The first prominent reason for data prediction time is an inclusion of lesser number of iterations toward reaching the minimum gradient (Fig. 7 (a)). As the proposed system offers an exclusive extraction of sequential mined data with progression of each algorithms, therefore, a greater number of information is obtained in this process which reduces the decision-making time for the proposed system in order to make prediction. On the other hand, availability of more precise and larger set of filtered information also results in higher accuracy in proposed system (Fig. 7 (b)). On the other hand, Hadoop doesn’t have extensive capability to carry out data prediction and hence it offers extensive time processing (Fig. 7 (a)). Hadoop doesn’t address the problems associated with data uncertainty although it can offer better data transformation scheme for homogeneous data. This adversely affects the accuracy score of Hadoop. The machine learning scheme is found to offer increased consumption time owing to an inclusion of training however, its accuracy is the next better score after the proposed system. Text mining approach offers simplified mechanism; however, knowledge extraction process is quite length process in it resulting in higher involvement of prediction time. This also results in reduced accuracy.
This paper has presented a framework that is meant to carry out comprehensive operation over educational data. The proposed system has emphasized over data transformation, data quality incorporation, and predictive analytics in educational data. Scripted in MATLAB, the study highlights that it is capable of better analytical operation in contrast to text mining approach, automated data analytics over educational domain. Our future work will towards optimizing the performance more by exploring more approaches towards its implication on real-time applications.

VII. CONCLUSION
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